Overview of Baja and Torque Testing
Goals
Baja is a challenging collegiate racing series hosted by SAE
where each year students design, build and compete with offroad vehicles. RIT is among several top teams who constantly
push the limits in design. Except for rims, shocks and the engine,
our team either customizes or designs and manufactures every
component of the car. The push to reduce weight and cost while
improving performance is complicated by the extreme situations
the car endures. The driveline faces a particular set of
challenges. It must efficiently make use of a relatively small
Brigg’s and Stratton engine (8.5 hp) in a wide variety of short
events such as acceleration, rock crawls and hill climb.
Additionally, the system must survive a 4 hour endurance race.
Because of the difficulty in replacing driveline components
midrace, their reliability is paramount to the success of the
team.
To stay ahead of the competition and meet such design
goals requires a thorough understanding of our current driveline.
First, dynamometer testing was necessary to characterize the
power band of the engine. We used this data to tune the CVT to
shift into the RPM range where the engine puts out the most
power. Additionally, the max torque output of the engine helped
to dictate a fixed gear ratio for the reduction box, as well as
fatigue loading scenarios of components.
Understanding how systems should perform, however, is
not the same as knowing how they actually behave in the field.
There could be significant opportunity to improve driveline
efficiency which cannot be revealed in our existing, simplified
models. This is why we searched for a way to measure the
torque in the outboard shaft of the vehicle. In a limited fashion,
the team had incrementally weakened the CV half shaft until the
component failed, then worked backwards to determine the
maximum torque in the system.
We turned to Binsfeld Engineering, Inc, who donated a lease
for their TorqueTrak 10k system. It sends wireless strain gage
data from the rotating shaft which, if properly calibrated, is used
to determine the dynamic torque of the vehicle at the wheels.
Through testing, we more fully validated our assumptions and
design solutions.

Figure 1. RIT's 2015 car completing rock crawl in Washougal, Washington

Figure 2. Calibration of halfshaft with aluminum casing

Integration of Sensor and Testing Method

Figure 3. Strain gages wired to Binsfeld transmitter and battery

Preparation for the test involved four stages:
 Applying strain gages to a CV half shaft (figure 3)
 Design a casing to protect the gages and transmitter
during outdoor testing (figure 4)
 Calibrating the system with the gages in a lab torsion
tester (figure 2)
 Integrating the receiver into the team’s custom,
National Instruments data acquisition system (figure 5)

Due to the busyness of race season we were unable to
acquire data of the car on a full spectrum of off-road obstacles.
Instead, the testing we performed was in parking lots, where we
could be confident that there were minimal losses due to slip
between the tires and the asphalt. Through CVT testing in
similar conditions, we have already determined ideal vehicle set
ups (tire and shock pressure, CVT secondary spring setting). We
collected data while the car ran 100 ft. accelerations, drove at
top speed, and braked at various degrees of intensity.

Results

Figure 4. Driveline with sensor case
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The data is helping us develop a fuller understanding of CVT
behavior, gear box ratio selection, and driveline efficiency.
For top speed testing we allowed the vehicle to reach a
steady-state speed for approximately 3 seconds. During this
time we collected the torque in the CV shaft as well as output
shaft and engine RPM. Knowing outboard torque while vehicle
acceleration is zero tells us the force the driveline is exerting to
overcome wind resistance and other frictional losses. This will
help us validate CFD models used to design aero packages.
Additionally, we can determine the efficiency of the
driveline at top speed. During this time, the steady state
horsepower transferred by the CV shaft was 5.97 hp. Based on
dyno testing and engine speed the engine should be producing
6.49 hp. Assuming symmetrical torque distribution between the
left and right shafts (fair assumption due to spooled rear end)
then the total efficiency is 92.1%.
We know our losses are due to a combination of belt slip and
friction. We estimated slip by comparing the testing outboard
speed (where CVT is assumed to be fully shifted but slipping) to
the ideal outboard speed (fully shifted, not slipping). The
empirical speed is 92.4% of the ideal speed. If our total efficiency
is 92.1% and the efficiency of the CVT is 92.4%, then friction only
constitutes a .3% loss to driveline power. This seems low, which
implies that the CVT isn’t fully shifted. Nevertheless, we can
conclude that the vast majority of driveline losses arise from belt
slip in the CVT.
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Figure 5. Data Acquisition system with
Binsfeld receiver mounted inside
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Figure 4. Top speed run data
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During acceleration runs we hold
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suggests that our shifting is too slow.
Figure 7. CVT ratio based on engine and rear axle average speeds
Finally, we can calculate average
driveline efficiency during the course
of an acceleration run by integrating the ratio between outboard
HP and engine HP with respect to dyno engine rpm. This gave an
overall driveline efficiency 80.4%. Without being a cause for
concern, the value leaves room for improvement in future
designs.

Conclusions
The data from these tests will go a long way in future
driveline changes. It eliminates much of the guesswork in the
most difficult part of the design process: developing an effective
engineering model. Our hope is to use the results to quickly
iterate through any new primary, secondary, and gearbox
designs. Furthermore, a foundation of accurate empirical data
should reduce the risk of failure in new designs. We want not
only the driveline, but our designers to run more efficiently.
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